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This study was designed to figure out the students' strategies in avoiding
plagiarism in an academic writing class, and the factors influencing the students to
plagiarize in completing their assignments. The study employed a qualitative
research approach aiming at getting more information and a detailed description
of social or human issues (Creswell, 2009). Ten students of the English Language
Education Department in the fifth semester were randomly selected as the
research participants. Those selected participants were interviewed face to face
ensuring that all required information was gathered in line with the main
objectives of this study. Besides interviewing the students, the researcher also
analyzed the students' writing. The findings of the study revealed that there are
three strategies that students used to avoid plagiarism; paraphrasing and quoting
others' ideas, understanding the meaning of plagiarism, and using the lectures'
particular method. Furthermore, the factors influencing the students to plagiarize
are limited time to work on an assignment, meeting deadline, technological
development and easy to access online sources, students laziness, lack of
understanding to paraphrase, and poor understanding of plagiarismact.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

This chapter presents a discussion about students' strategy in avoiding
plagiarism in an academic writing class and introduces the problem of this study.
It begins with the background of the study and continues with the research
questions, research aims, the significance of the study, and the last is the
terminologies of the study.
A. Background of the Study
In the English language, there are four main aspects that second language
learners must learn such as speaking, listening, reading and writing. The four
skills in language complete each other. This means that when someone cannot
master one of the skills, he or she also is not be able to master other skills. The
inability to master these four main aspects results in some difficulties on the part
of the students. Different teaching methods have been implemented to help
students master four skills, especially in writing skill.
Writing is a type of communication allowing students to put their ideas
andfeelings on the piece of paper, then organize their knowledge into convincing
arguments, and to convey meaning through well-constructed text. Therefore, we
can say that writing is a kind of expressing ideas, feelings, messages, information
or thoughts in grammatically correct sentences. Harmer (2001) defined that
writing involves planning what we are going to write. We will describe it out on
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the paper what we want to write and say. Chamisah (2013) said the author needs
to think in writing about how to express views or thoughts and words in terms of
making the reader understand what they mean. "Writing pedagogy is an essential
practice to be taught at any level of education. It represents the students' ability in
collaborating words to make meaning of the language used" (Fhonna, 2014,
p.270). However, to make proper sentences, there are some difficulties that
students face, which inhibits the improvement of their writing skills.
The method in teaching writing has greatly improved as the solution in
dealing with the difficulties that appear. One of the difficulties that happens in
teaching writing is exploring the idea which often caused plagiarism. "Plagiarism
is an action to imitate the ideas and creations of others without mentioning the
source and acknowledge it as his own work" (Khairunnisak, 2018). Snow (2006)
has described that plagiarism as using ideas or terms of other people without
giving them any acknowledgement. "Plagiarism has been frequently found in
academic writing produced by EFL learners, including in Indonesia" (Mustafa,
2016). The phenomenon of plagiarism does not sound strange anymore to the
peoples' ears at this time in case it has become a social problem that is disturbing
public. This phenomenon has been assumed as a crime because it takes peoples'
idea or works without any references, then claims it as their works.
From the writers' experience, many students, including her, face some
problems in writing skill. Because in writing the students have to produce a text
by using English correctly according to the grammatical rules. Some of the
problems in writing include lack of idea, lack of vocabulary, lack of knowledge of
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paraphrasing and grammar, which often lead to taking peoples' idea and claim it
as his or her idea. Moreover, technology at this time has been developed, many
positive things that we could get from it, but it also has a lot of negative impacts,
and one of them is plagiarism. Sometimes information that has been given on the
internet was not always accurate. It means that the information could not be easily
taken from the website for writing without any references because the level of
accuracy is uncertain.
There are some reasons why the students must avoid plagiarism since it is
one of the serious problems in writing. The first, the students’ understanding will
not develop by taking the other peoples' idea. The second, with the existence of
technology right now, plagiarism is easily detected by the lecturer and computer
software. The third, the student will understand that taking the other peoples'
works is useless because it can give many harmful impacts, and the last is the
student will learn an excellent way to avoid plagiarism through paraphrasing.
What must be feared from this phenomenon, it was easy to access knowledge that
makes people lazy and harms the original author by claiming it as his or her ideas
and works. Plagiarism in writing, also known as academic dishonesty in writing.
In writing academic essays, this phenomenon should not happen. So, the study
aims to fill in the gap by finding out the student's strategies to avoid plagiarism,
especially in academic writing.
B. Research Questions
1. What are students’ perception on plagiarism?
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2. What are factors influencing students to plagiarize in their academic writing?
3. What are the strategies in avoiding plagiarism in an academic writing class?
C. Research Aims
This study aims to examine the factors influencing the students to plagiarize
in their academic writing and to know the strategies in avoiding plagiarism in
their writing assignments for the academic writing class.
D. Significance of the Study
It is hoped that the result of the study will help contribute some information
and suggestion for the Ar-Raniry State Islamic University practically. On the
other hand, this study also provides the theoretical significance for the future
study, which is concerning the students' strategies in avoiding plagiarism in the
academic writing class.
E. Terminologies
To avoid any possibility of misunderstanding on the terms that are used in
this thesis, The writer provides the meaning of such the used terms.
1. Strategy to Avoid Plagiarism
Rangkuti (2013) stated that strategy is systematic planning which described
how the organization would achieve all the targets set on the previous mission."A
strategy is a plan of actions that one use to formulate goals and objectives and the
means of achieving these goals and objectives" (Athapaththu, 2016, p. 125). From
the definition, it is clear that the strategy is essential for an organization or the
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goals to be achieved because, without a strategy, the goal is not necessarily
achieved.
In Merriam-Webster dictionary (2008), plagiarism comes from a transitive
verb "to plagiarize" means "to steals and pass off (the ideas or words of another)
as ones' own; use (anothers' production) without crediting the source". The
Compact Oxford English Dictionary (2009), defines plagiarism as the act of
"taking the work or idea of someone else and pass it off as ones' own".
"Plagiarism is an action to imitate the ideas and creations of others without
mentioning the source and acknowledge it as his own work" (Khairunnisak, 2018,
p.19). Snow (2006) has described that plagiarism as using ideas or terms of other
people without giving them any acknowledgement. In writing, plagiarism is put
someones’ idea or work on ones' writing without any sources then state as ones'
idea or work.
To avoid plagiarism, the students need a thing called strategy. The strategy
to avoid plagiarism is the way used by them to avoid the phenomenon of
plagiarism to help the students completing their assignment. Usually, they choose
an effective strategy to help them. The strategy applied by them plays a vital role
in the process in writing their essay because it helps student improving their
writing skills and at the same time, helps them to prevent plagiarism.
2. Academic Writing Class
Academic writing class is the class that teaches a high level of writing skills
in English Language Education major. This class trains the students to write their
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research properly in the future. The students of English Language Educationmajor
in UIN Ar-Raniry take this subject in the fifth semester. Some of the topics that
the student will learn are related to the research; how to write introduction,
interpretation, generalization, qualification and caution, the scale of qualification,
discussion and also the conclusion section. In the writers' opinion, this class is
essential for language learners because the purpose is to learn how to write good
writing in a way that will convince the reader. So, an academic writing class is a
class that teaches the students how to write academic writing with predetermined
academic rules.

CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

This chapter discussed literature and theories that related to the study,
including definition of plagiarism, types of plagiarisms, factors leading students to
plagiarize and the strategies to avoid plagiarism.
A. Definition of Plagiarism
"Plagiarism is an action to imitate the ideas and creations of others without
mentioning the source and acknowledge it as his own work" (Khairunnisak,
2018). Snow (2006) has described that plagiarism as using ideas or terms of other
people without giving them any acknowledgement. Shahabuddin (2009, p.353)
said that “plagiarism is misconduct considered to be unethical and immoral
regardless of who commits it. However, people risk getting caught for plagiarism
because”. According to Akbar and Picard (2019), plagiarism can be seen as a vital
issue which can inhibit Indonesias’ advancement of innovation. “The issue of
plagiarism has only recently become a priority in Kosovo, with many factors
hindering advancement and development in this area” (Shala, Leka & Morganela,
2018). In writing, plagiarism is put someones’ idea or work on ones' writing
without any sources then claimed as ones' idea or work. “The term plagiarism is
usually used to refer to the theft of words or ideas, beyond what would normally
be regarded as general knowledge” (Park, 2003, p.472).
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Park (2003) also said that in the context of North America's perspective,
there is a broad literature on plagiarism between students. Moreover, it holds
valuable lessons for specific policies and practices in UK academic institutions.
However, for some students in particular country, they still plagiarized
unconsciously without have a clear understanding about the definition of
plagiarism. According to the finding of a study in Cyprus conducted by
Kokkinaki, Demoliou, and Iakovidou (2015) among the Cypriot university
students, there was a poor understanding of plagiarism. Therefore, the researchers
suggested that the university should make changes to enhance the students’
plagiarism awareness due to reducing the phenomenon of plagiarism.
Besides, to limit the phenomenon of plagiarism in completing their
assignment, the students must know the meaning of plagiarism and their
perception or understanding about plagiarism. To explore students' perceptions
concerning plagiarism in completing their final assignment, Khairunnisak (2018)
conducted research on twelve students at UIN Ar-Raniry by using the interview.
The result showed that the participants have a different view, the majority of them
agreed that plagiarism is an unacceptable habit. However, the rest of them
revealed that plagiarism could be accepted because it could help them to finish
their assignment.
1. How to Identify Plagiarism
Clough (2000) explained some factors that could be used to identify
plagiarism in written text:
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1.1. Vocabulary application
To find out whether student plagiarized in his or her writing, the application
and the quantity of vocabulary should be checked with the previous text. If there
are the same application or the quantity of vocabulary, it could indicate plagiarism
on the text. This is one of the factors that easy to identify the students’ writing.
1.2. Vocabulary transformation
The possibility of plagiarism could be seen from the changes of vocabulary
in a text. When comparing the text with the previous one, and it appeared that
there was a change of vocabulary, then the student did plagiarism. This factor also
the easiest factor to identify.
1.3. Confusing text
Confusing text or vocabulary that looks inappropriate in the text context
should be identified to figure out the plagiarism. Moreover, plagiarism in a written
text also can be identified through the smoothness and consistency of a text. So
that, to avoid the confusing text, the students must read the source carefully before
paraphrased it.
1.4. The application of punctuation
This factor often occurs when someone did accidental plagiarism which is
he or she plagiarized it unconsciously. Plagiarism would be detected when the
plagiarist used the same punctuation from the original one.
1.5. The same spelling error and word frequency
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The similarity of a spelling error in two text looks unnatural. The same
spelling error in the written text could help to detect plagiarism without using
plagiarism detection software. The person who identifies the text must be
thorough. Then, if two texts have the same word frequency, it also could be
indicated plagiarism.
2. The Level of Plagiarism
Jagannath University (2018) stated that the levels of plagiarism would be
divided into the levels in order of plagiarism severity. The levels are as follows:
2.1 Zero Level: Similarities 0% - 10%
2.2 Low Level: Similarities above 10% - 40%
2.3 Mid Level: Similarities above 40% - 60%
2.4 High Level: Similarities above 60
B. Types of Plagiarism
According to Weber-Wulff (2014), there are some types of plagiarisms
which represent all part of plagiarism activities are as follows:
1. Copy and Paste
Copy and paste is a common sort of plagiarism, the students only have to
copy-paste the data from the book or other sources, and the detection software
system will easily identify it.
2. Translation
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Translation is one of the types that might be difficult to detect by plagiarism
checker software. The information has taken on the other language. Then it would
translate into the prefered language without the references of the source.
3. Disguised Plagiarism
Disguised plagiarism is one of the difficult types to detect which often
happens to those that do not have a good understanding of paraphrasing the other
peoples' works or ideas. The student changes the word forms, then modifies it
with different words.
4. Shake and Paste Collections
Shake and paste collection is a kind of plagiarism that does not copy all
details from a single source. However, it takes sentences from various sources and
writes them together.
5. Clause Quits
Clause quit is also known as mosaic plagiarism. Students take the phrases,
or uncompleted sentences from several sources then write it together with their
words, and it often happens when the students do not understand how to
paraphrase well.
6. Structural Plagiarism
Structural plagiarism takes the author's basic idea. This form is also one of
the forms that difficult to detect because it includes peoples' paraphrases and
imitates the original. This form was frequently found among academics.
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7. Self-Plagiarism
Self-plagiarism is an effort to take their own previously published ideas,
works, texts or research results and make it appear as new work.
According to Soelistyo (2011), the types of plagiarism can be divided based
on two aspects. The first type is based on aspects stolen. They are; plagiarism of
ideas, word for word plagiarism, plagiarism of sources, and plagiarism
ofauthorship. The second type is based on intentional, and they are; intentional
and accidental plagiarism.
C. Factors Leading Students to Plagiarize
Plagiarism is one of the popular topics in the education world, especially
among students nowadays. One of the reasons why this phenomenon is getting
serious is the easiness of accessing the information. There is nothing wrong with
accessing information, which makes it wrong when the student does not select the
sentence or paraphrase it. Plagiarism also could happen because of the students'
interest in learning and reading, and it also could be caused by a lack of
vocabulary. Dias and Bastos (2014) stated the result of their study that the
teachers relate the students' selected sentences in their writing with the content of
the internet. Then, lack of critical approach in outlining the information, lack of
interest in learning, and the wrong time management are also pressing problems
triggering plagiarism. All the factors were contributing the plagiarism among the
students, and then they only have to copy-paste the other words without using the
references.
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In Europe, there is a project called GENIUS (plaGiarism or crEativity:
teachiNg Innovation versUs Stealing-questionnaire) which aimed at developing
students' skill, avoiding plagiarism, introducing the exciting and innovative
learning path in secondary students. Dias and Bastos (2014) also claimed that the
easiness in access the internet content increased the phenomenon of plagiarism.
These common behaviours often happen when the students make their
assignment. They copy most of the peoples' writing on the internet without
referencing, and the teachers also have no plagiarism detection software to detect
the students' work. The point that students agree in the study is they easily get the
material on the internet, use them for their work, and think that the teacher will
never catch them. In Ghana there was a study entitled The evil that men do in
Academics: Understanding plagiarism and its extenuating circumstance conducted
by Appiah (2016) revealed that the reasons of students’ plagiarism were lack of
writing skills, getting a good scores, lack of understanding of plagiarism, the cost
of quality learning material, pressure from students’ family, and friend to give
help.
To investigate the factors that leading students to plagiarize, Silfiani, Aziz,
and Daud (2018) conducted research on Plagiarism in English Academic Writing
by using a questionnaire. The result of the study showed students perceive some
kinds of plagiarism as more severe than others starting from using the peoples'
works or ideas. " The five major factors why plagiarism is committed are; gains in
efficiency, lack understanding, temptation and opportunity, time management and
lack of deterrence policies" (Silfiani et al., 2018). According to Khairunnisak
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(2018), the reasons students did plagiarism are lack of the resources, lack of
understanding to paraphrase and summarize, laziness, lack of motivation and the
limited time. Based on the research, some students agreed on the existence of
plagiarism because it could make them more accessible in finishing their
assignment. However, this phenomenon should not happen because it would give
them some problems in the future.
D. Strategies to Avoid Plagiarism
Some existing studies revealed various strategies to avoid the phenomenon
of plagiarism. Novanta (2009) said that there are two techniques to solved this
plagiarism, prevent and detect it. Mustafa (2016) on his research entitled
Undergraduate students’ understanding of plagiarism in academic writing, stated
the result that students' understanding of the meaning of plagiarism has been
fragile. Therefore, he suggested that academic writing course should revise in the
EFL curriculum in order to get the understanding of plagiarism more detail.
Sibomana, Ndayambaje, and Uwambaynema (2018) conducted a study at
Rwanda and mentioned three strategies to avoid plagiarism in their research. The
strategies were tightening the reading and academic writing abilities,
institutionalization and propagation of anti-plagiarism policy. Furthermore, using
plagiarism checker software. Kokkinaki et al. (2015) stated that “the use of tools,
such as software for the detection or discourage of plagiarism, would contribute
positively to reducing plagiarism”.

CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This chapter discussed the methods of the study that explained research
design, population and sample, technique of data collection and technique of data
analysis.
A. Research Design
The research aimed to figure out the students' strategy in avoiding
plagiarism in the Academic Writing class at UIN Ar-Raniry. The research
approach used in this study was a qualitative approach that is concerned with the
situation or the reason for human behaviour relating to the study. "Qualitative
research is a means for exploring and understanding the meaning individuals or
groups ascribe to a social or human problem" (Cresswell, 2009, p.4). The function
of qualitative research is discovered underlying desires using in-depth interviews,
and the writer wanted to know the students' perception on plagiarism and, the
strategy in avoiding plagiarism in their assignment of the academic writing class.
This study used the case study design, "the case study design is more likely
to investigate narrowly defined topic areas such as classroom problems or
language development" (Griffee, 2012, p.96). A case study was also an ideal
methodology when an in-depth investigation is needed. This method used to
narrow down a broad field of research into one easily researchable topic. Griffe
(2012) explained that the case study has three important things, one of them is to
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examine something in a real-life context. Therefore, the writer chose this approach
because it is appropriate for this research.
B. Population and Sample
The population of this research was the 190 students who took the
Academic Writing subject in seven classes in the fifth semester from English
Language Education major. The technique sampling used in this study is random
sampling because the population has the same opportunity to be a sample of this
study, and it is homogenous. Ten students from 190 students who are taking the
subject mentioned above were interviewed. The participants were selected
randomly regarding the predetermined criteria; the students who are taking the
Academic Writing subject in the fifth semester.
C. Technique of Data Collection
To figure out the answer to the research questions, the writer collected the
data of the study using two techniques: interviews and document analysis.
1. Interview
Griffee stated “an interview has structure, purpose, and form, and can be
defined (usually) as a person-to-person structured conversation for the purpose of
finding or creating meaningful data which has to be collected, analyzed, and
validated" ( 2012, p.159). The interview is one of two instruments that the writer
used for this study to get the answer of research questions. Griffee (2012)
mentioned eight interview types and two main categories; standard interview and
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non-standard interview. The writer chose a semi-structured interview which
included in the standard interview to get the information required.
For the interview section, each participant was interviewed about 10-15
minutes, depending on the situation and the questions. The interview process
recorded using a handphone. The writer questioned the participants in the
Indonesian language, and the transcription of the record translated into English.
The researcher used partial transcription, and the transcripts of the interview have
been modified.
2. Document analysis
The document analysis that used in this study was the form of a student's
writing, and it used as the secondary data besides the data of the interview. The
use of document analysis, students' writing was to support the first data. The data
analyzed whether there was plagiarism or not on the writing paper, how much
plagiarism they used in their writing.
D. Technique of Data Analysis
To analyze the data, the writer used thematic analysis approach. Maguire
and Delahunt (2017, p.3355), stated that thematic analysis is a process that
involves six- step. The steps are; become familiar with the data, generate initial
codes, search for themes, review themes, define themes, write-up. According to
Ibrahim and Alhojailan (2012), the study can choose thematic analysis for several
situation:
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1. Interpret the data
Proper qualitative research must be able to interpret the data and consistent
with the collected data. Moreover, the perspectives of participants are essential in
delivering the most appropriate answers for their attitudes, acts, and opinions.
2. Deductive and Inductive Approaches
If the researchers applied an inductive or deductive approach to the
collected data, it would begin from the appropriate content, then, change to
broader generalization and then to the theory.
3. Analysis of data in two different phases
Thematic analysis was acceptable when the research intends to identify the
latest activities of a participant. This approach is considered suitable to analyze
the different stage of data.
4. Coding and categorising
In this situation, the thematic analysis also offers the opportunity to code
and categorize information into themes.
According to Cresswell (2014, p.247), there are six steps in coding the data.
They are: organize and set up the data; read all the data; begin the coding of the
data; use the process of coding to generate a description of the setting or people as
well as categories or themes for analysis; advance how the description and
themeswill be represented in a qualitative narrative; interpreting findings and
results in qualitative research.
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Concerning those steps mentioned above, the writer started writing the
document transcript of the interview, and there were a lot of significant statements
from participants' responses. The researcher listened to the audio recording
several times in case to gain the information and opinions from the participants.
Next, the writer wrote the data in a book, began to outline the main idea of the
information and read all the data. Then, the data were coded and categorized into
themes. The last step is to interpret the findings and results.

CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

This chapter discussed the findings and discussion of research based on the
data that are gained from the interview and the document analysis which consists
the explanation of students' perceptions on plagiarism, the strategies in avoiding
plagiarism, and the factors influencing plagiarism at English Language Education
Department in UIN Ar-Raniry.
A. Research Findings
This qualitative research aimed to find out students' perception on
plagiarism, the strategies in avoiding plagiarism in an academic class and the
factors influencing students to plagiarize. In this section, the writer discussed the
data obtained by interview and documentanalysis that held from 12th November
2019 to 20th November 2019, which involved ten students of the English
Language Education Department. They are female of third-year students. The data
gained from the interview are used to answer the research questions that focused
on describing the students' strategies and factors influencing plagiarism. The
participants are in initials of CDA, CD, SYR, DL, JWN, SF, RA, FM, CRA, SM.
The data needed for this study were collected through a semi-structured
interview and the transcription of interview has been modified. The topic of the
question which asked in interviews are as follow:
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1. Students' perception of plagiarism
Based on the data of the interview, it revealed that most of the students have
the same perception of plagiarism. They knew that plagiarism is a harmful act that
could give many disadvantages to them. They also said that plagiarism is taking
peoples' idea or work without putting any source. It can be outlined in two points:
1.1. Unacceptable act
The participants already knew that the plagiarism is an unacceptable act in
their environment, participant RA stated: "Plagiarism was a bad act. Because we
took peoples' opinions and claimed them as our idea".
In relation to this concern, another participant, SYR said: "Plagiarism was
like copying. The student was copying someones' idea, and it was not good. If we
plagiarized the peoples' work, we did not believe in our work. It means we are not
confident." From the statements above, plagiarism was an unacceptable act among
students, even though some of them still doing plagiarism.
1.2. Taking other peoples’ idea
Besides those statements above, some of the participants said that
plagiarism was taking someones' idea or work. The participant, CRA, said: "I
think plagiarism is an idea or work of others that we took and claimed to be ours.
Usually, it often happened in reports or presentation paper or another academic
writing".
Also, another participant, CDA stated: "In my perception, plagiarism was
not good because we plagiarize, which means we took the other peoples' work,
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and it is without any sources. Even actually, they have a copyright, and we cannot
take their work arbitrarily”.
1.3. A criminal
Two of the students explained that plagiarism also a criminal that should be
banned, SF, one of the participants said: "My opinion about plagiarism, it must be
a bad act because we stole other peoples' work without permission. Even if we
had his or her permission and it is not justified because we copy-paste the others'
work”.
One of the participants also explained the same ideas, SM as following:
In my opinion, plagiarism was like a cheat. However, in plagiarism,
we used the other peoples' work, and automatically it was a mistake.
Because at least, if we wanted to take the other peoples' opinion, we
need toparaphrase it or understanding the content, then used our
words. However, in plagiarism, we only copy-paste and that is a cheat,
or we can say like that is a criminal.
Most of the participants agreed that plagiarism is an act that should not be
done, it was unappropriated to do. Sometimes it was not easy to come up with a
new idea. However, it was easy for somebody to take other peoples' work. One of
the participants, JWN, gave a further explanation, she said:
I think right now there is already a law on plagiarism, right? So it is
not allowed. So we as students must know what plagiarism is and, we
also know how to reject it. When we have an assignment, as much as
possible, do not plagiarize because there are many solutions besides
that.
Based on the participants' responses, plagiarism was copying peoples' idea
or work and claimed it as ours. It gave a lot of negative impacts on someone who
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did it. So, that plagiarism was taking the other peoples' idea without putting any
source, and it was an inappropriate activity to do for somebody.
1. The reasons why the phenomenon of plagiarism still happens in the
education world.
Some factors were affecting the students to do plagiarism in their writing
assignments. In this question, the students gave different answers. Based on the
answers, there are several factors, as shown below:
2.1. Limited time and meeting deadline
Most of the students said that limited time and the meeting deadline was one
of the factors that can be a severe problem in influencing them to plagiarize.
Participant DL said: " Because of the time, the limited time given by the lecturer.
Then there were many assignments that given moreover we in this Indonesia".
To this concern, another participant, JWN said: "In my opinion, for
example, I saw it by myself. It might be because of what I said before, because of
the deadline assignment".
In addition, the participant CDA stated as following:
In my opinion, usually, it happens because in a hurry. This hurry
requires us as students, especially to get the material quickly.
Instantly, they copy-paste and do plagiarism. So, the writing is will be
full-on one page and quickly finished by using plagiarism.
2.2. Technological development and ease of accessing online sources
Some of the participants said that technological development and ease of
accessing online sources included the factors influencing plagiarism happens.
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Moreover, with the situation nowadays, everyone already used smartphones and
laptops because of it easier to find information, especially for students in
completing their assignments. The participant, CRA, said: "Because now the
technology has developed. Moreover, the ease of accessing online sources, it is
easy for us to find the reference”.
Another participant, FM, gave a similar perception, as shown below:
It is because of plagiarism itself. It is helping students easily express
what they want to say. Sometimes they do not have a vocabulary, so
when they want to say something, then they find, for example, whose
writing on the sources. Moreover, after the students get what they
want to find out, then they directly took the writing.
Some of them agreed to choose online sources in completing their
assignments on campus because of the ease of access, and that was the easiest
way. There was also a participant, SM who said lack of source in campus library
is the reason why they chose the online source, shown as follows:
We also lack resources here. For example, in our library, we cannot
get many sources. The students will be lazy if they do not get the
source once. They have to look at the other place, and it is difficult for
them. So, they think of copy-paste because of the lack of sources.
This reason could be a severe problem among the students in completing
their tasks, and they considered it as a common act when the students prefer to
take the information that available online rather than reading a book or looking for
materials in the library because it is easier.
2.3. Students’ laziness
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Laziness was one of the factors in influencing students to plagiarize. SF, one
of the participants believed that laziness is the reason why plagiarism still
happens, she said:
I think because most of the students are lazy and when the lecturer
gave them assignments, but they suspended until the end near the
deadline. Finally, they did not have time to read, and they did not
intend to read. So they just copied and paste because they did not have
time to read lots of articles to paraphrase or use their own words.
In relation to this concern, another participant, SM said:
I think the reason why the phenomenon of plagiarism still happens
because he or she is lazy. Because he or she does not want to find the
other sources and just stunned. For example, some students want to
make their assignment in a few minutes closer to the day they want to
collect it, So it is like because of being trapped, and they should copypaste, although their intention did not want to copy-paste again
because of their laziness.
In addition, a similar answer also mentioned by a participant, CRA as
following: “Therefore students are lazy to create their idea or at least to
paraphrase. So they copy-paste directly, the important thing is the report
finished”. The writer found that laziness made the students take the easiest way to
completing their tasks at the campus by using plagiarism. The students used to
plagiarized to finish their assignments.
2.4. Lack of understanding to paraphrase
According to the answer of the participants, lack of understanding to
paraphrase made the students hard to complete their assignment. One of the
participants, CD revealed: "Why this phenomenon still happened depends on its
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individual, because sometimes some students felt lacking in the academic writing
section and they could not write without an example of the writing".
In relation to this concern, another participant, JWN said:
The students why did not know how to change sentences that they got
from a journal or book, do not understand to paraphrase. When they
want to put sources, they do not know how to make references. I think
because the students do not know how to paraphrase sentences or
opinions. So, they just put the authors' idea.
The writer found that the students still have a problem with paraphrasing the
sentences. One of the students also mentioned because of this reason, the student
was difficult to develop the idea and arranged the idea in agood sentence. An
example of the students' response, CD who believed that the students were
difficult to develop the idea is describing below:
When they have an idea, and they cannot develop their ideas. The
thing that they do is go to google or the other search engine and put
the title of their idea then they use the result of the browsing as their
work.
In relation to this concern, one of the participants, SYR said:
Maybe because of the idea. The idea in writing might be lacking. If a
student has many assignments, to come up with an idea is not easy.
Especially when the meeting deadlines chased the students. For sure,
the students will plagiarize the others' writing all the time. When then
bring up an idea, it should be focused.
Based on the participants' answers above, the writer found that students
have difficulty in developing their idea. Finally, they chose to copy-paste other
peoples' writing.
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2.5. Poor understanding of plagiarism
Poor understanding of plagiarism could lead the students to do it. In this
situation, the lecturers’ role was important to give students an understanding of
plagiarism. "One method of reducing unintentional plagiarism is by teaching
students the correct way to cite and reference sources" (Clough, 2000). RA, one of
the participants, said: “From my point of view, it is because many students do not
know precisely what the meaning of plagiarism is. Even from the plagiarism, they
still do not know the meaning. So the students think maybe it is something safe, I
think it is not much, so it is okay".
2. Plagiarism helps students or not in academic writing.
During the interview, the writer found most of the participants agreed that
plagiarism helps the students in completing their assignments in an academic
writing class. The participant CD revealed as follows:
It is beneficial for the student but in a negative context. Well, if in a
positive context for the student, nothing will improve from him or her.
The writing skills were not improving because all this time, he or she
was not exemplifying but copying it, right? The impact of plagiarism
was huge.
The other participant CDA, gave an explanation, as shown below:
It helps us do the work. Some of the assignments that need the basic
theory. That focused on the theory as if we make the presentation
paper about the Education of Psychology. We need the material there.
We do not need the authors' work, and it helps the students.
In relation to this concern, the participant, RA, gave a similar perception as
below
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I say plagiarism helped the students when they need it, and it does not
take a long time. It means we need it all of a sudden. With plagiarism,
maybe our assignment will not take much time. Nevertheless, it did
not helps because (1) it is a mistake, (2) our thought will be stuck
there. It means that students knowledge does not develop.
The writer also found some students said that plagiarism also did not help
the students in completing their assignment, especially in an academic writing
class because many negative impacts appeared from this phenomenon. One of the
participants, CRA, said: "Not at all. It does not help because it does notcreate the
creativity of students to produce their writing or book and it was not innovating".
In relation to this concern, another participant, JWN said:
I think no. Because actually what helps a student is the opinion of a
book or the information. So, it is not the plagiarism that helps but the
information, and we can get the information if we write the reference.
That means we are not plagiarism. If we want to take information like
that.
The similar perception revealed by participant SF:
I think plagiarism does not help at all because the first is that students
do not get knowledge. They do not have much knowledge to read.
Moreover, the second, they also do not understand how to write their
assignments because they only copy-paste peoples' sentences.
Based on those statements, the writer found that plagiarism could help the
student in completing their assignment because it did not take a long time to
plagiarize. On the other hand, plagiarism had a lot of negative impacts, such as
undeveloped skill in writing, and the students have no creativity in writing.
3. The advantages and disadvantages of using plagiarism.
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The writer found six of ten participants expressed the opinion that there are
some advantages and disadvantages in doing plagiarism. While four of them
described that there is no advantage in plagiarism, but there are some
disadvantages. The following is one of the participants, CD said:
So the benefit is it could make us easier. The context is easy because
we copied it from someone, not our idea. The damage also goes to
ourselves. There will be no improvement in writing, and if the
plagiarism can be revealed, our lecturer also will give punishment to
us when the lecturer is considering.
In relation to this concern, another participant, CDA said :
The advantages of plagiarism are easy for the students to find
information in their writing. Then, time is more efficient because they
do not need to read a lot of books. They just had to copy-paste. After
that, the disadvantages are it would be dangerous for the students
because they quoted the peoples' writing who already had copyright,
then, plagiarism will prevent them from improving their skills. It will
difficult for the students to improve their writing skills because they
often used the instant way.
A participant, DL also revealed her answer: "Plagiarism helps the student in
finishing the assignment. The disadvantage is the student is not creative with their
idea”.
In relation to the concern, another participant, SF said :
There are no advantages at all, even for the students or their writing
that was plagiarized. But there are so many disadvantages, one of
them is, if they continued to plagiarize the others' idea, they would not
get much knowledge. The students also were not able to write their
own assignments. Then used to doing plagiarism even in their career.
My lecturer once said that if I could graduate from a degree, then I
was found out there was plagiarism in my works, then my career will
destroy in an instant.
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The other participant, RA, answered as below:
The damage is we seemed not to appreciate the others' ideas. Then
underdevelop, it means our thoughts also do not develop. There are no
benefits other than that it might speed up our time if we need it all of a
sudden.
The advantages that the participants mentioned above have the similarity
meaning. It was easy for students to plagiarize in completing their assignments,
moreover at the limited time given. While according to them, there were some
disadvantages which were not useful for those who plagiarize.
4. The students' strategies of avoiding plagiarism in an academic writing class.
The participants have given some solutions to the students' strategies for
avoiding plagiarism in an academic writing class. The strategies were as follows:
4.1.Paraphrasing and quoting the other peoples' idea
The first strategy was paraphrasing and quoting the peoples' idea. This was
the main way to avoided plagiarism, as stated by JWN:
The way to avoid plagiarism is to paraphrase. We already read a
theory or an opinion and write it in our own words. But if the example
like a scientific theory we must put reference or footnote of the
sources, then we can put our opinion if that is for our assignment.
In relation to this concern, another participant, CRA, said: "In my opinion,
there are quotes that we get from the sources, we can take the ideas, but we have
to use our own words like paraphrasing". The participant, SF also explained:
My suggestion to avoid plagiarism is the students must read a lot of
articles then they can do a direct quotation on their writing, if they feel
confused with the articles that they read, they must read for several
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times to understand the content of articles, then they write it by using
their own words.
4.2.Understanding the meaning of plagiarism
The students should understand the definition of plagiarism to avoid
plagiarism in their writing. After that, if the students took peoples' idea, they
should not forget to put the source of the idea, one of the participants, RA said:
To avoiding plagiarism, we must know automatically what plagiarism
is, which ones are considered plagiarism. If you already know
whichones, next is, we have to know what we need to take and what
we do not. Then if in doubt, we should put the source instead, we do
the plagiarism. That is my opinion.
4.3.Using lecturers' particular method
Using lecturers' particular method was an effective strategy to avoid
plagiarism, one of the participants, SM suggested based on her experience, she
said:
We can use one of our lecturers' method of learning to avoid it. The
lecturer asked us to make a product every week. We did not do that
directly. He gave the procedure. For example like, "this week you
make this first." I mean, there was a process of finishing the
assignment. Therefore, we could avoid the problem of plagiarism
because we are given time to breathe and to consult everything that
related to the assignment, not all at once. Because there was a lecturer
who gives an assignment, "you make a journal and directly consul this
journal". Consequently, this situation could occur plagiarism
happened. Then, there is no other strategy for me except that one.
Besides, you have to read a book then understanding the content or
context.
In brief, from all of those statements, the majority of the participants
suggested students avoid plagiarism by using quoting and paraphrasing besides
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reading books. Then, it is better if the lecturer had an interesting method to attract
the students for not doing the plagiarism or the lecturer could use plagiarism
checker software to avoid it.
In this study, the writer also used plagiarism checker software to analyze the
students' writing, and it is as supporting data besides the interview. This study
used Turnitin, one of the plagiarism checker software. "Turnitin.com is an
electronic

plagiarism

detection

service

which

works

with

universities

tohelpstudents prevent plagiarism" (Shahabuddin, 2009). The result showed that
the highest score of the similarity index is 100%, and the lowest is 3%. The high
scores of the students' documents are 100%, 98%, and 57%. On the other hand,
the seven students got a low score on their writing. The scores are 27%, 21%,
23%, 8%, 7%, 4%, and 3%.
B. Discussion
This section explained the discussion based on the research finding. The
study was designed to investigate students' perceptions on plagiarism, the strategy
in avoiding plagiarism in an academic writing class and the factors influencing the
students to plagiarize. The result of the study explained in some themes based on
research questions that divided into several aspects. They are; the whole
perception about plagiarism, the reason why the phenomenon of plagiarism still
happens in the education system, whether plagiarism helps students in academic
writing, the advantages and disadvantages of using plagiarism and the students'
strategy in avoiding plagiarism in an academic writing class.
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The first, to answer the first research question of the study about the
students' perception of plagiarism. The result of the interview showed that it was
an unacceptable action to do. Most of them had the same opinions about
plagiarism, and some of them said plagiarism was a criminal because it stole or
took peoples' idea without putting any references.
The second, to fulfil the answer to the second research question: "what are
factors influencing students to plagiarize?". In this research, the reason why
plagiarism phenomenon has still happened or why do students plagiarize
incompleting their assignment. All of the participants gave various factors or
reasons, and the factors are shown:
1. Limited time and meeting deadline
2. Technological development and ease of accessing online sources
3. Students' laziness
4. Lack of understanding to paraphrase
5. Poor understanding of plagiarism
The factors mentioned above by the participants are related to one another.
Doing plagiarism has seemed like a common action. Furthermore, technology and
unlimited access to the internet which make the students easy in completing their
assignment. "Today, learners can freely read thousands of books, articles,
documents and other significant reports online. They can also watch their
favourite movies simple by typing a keyword in the Google, Yahoo! or MSN
search engine site" (Habiburrahim, 2015, p. 6). It means that it was unarguable
that how easy the internet is to be accessed by people, especially students right
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now. It did not indisputable that the use of the internet or online sources is
misused.
The third, did plagiarism help students in academic writing. Some of the
participants in this study said that plagiarism helps them, but even it was not a
good act. Plagiarism helped the students when they did not have a long time to
finish their assignments, lazy to go to the library and to read many books, and it
was the easiest way for them. Furthermore, the technology nowadays had
developed, and it was easy to find the material or information that the students
need.
The fourth, the writer asked the participants about the advantages and
disadvantages of using plagiarism. According to the data that the writer collected
from the interview, four of ten participants mentioned that there were some
advantages in using plagiarism. Nevertheless, some students said that there are no
advantages to plagiarize, but plagiarism has many disadvantages. Some of the
disadvantages were students lack of knowledge and do not know how to write
their assignment.
The last, based on the responses given by participants, three main strategies
can be used to avoid plagiarism in an academic writing class. The strategies were
shown below:
1. Paraphrasing and quoting the other peoples' idea
2. Understanding the meaning of plagiarism
3. Using lecturers' particular method
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The first way to avoid plagiarism was by paraphrasing or quoting the
peoples' idea. "Paraphrase is very significant for the students to expand their
writing skill" (Rahmayani, 2018). According to the participants, students have to
read a theory or an opinion. Then conclude what they have read and written by
their words. They also added, do not forget to put the reference because it was a
significantthing in paraphrasing or quoting the other peoples' work. Nevertheless,
understanding of quoting and paraphrasing should be taught by lecturers.
After that, understanding the meaning of plagiarism itself was the main
point, and it was important. The participants said that the students should know
what the meaning of plagiarism, which one is considered plagiarism in order to
understand what they need to do to avoid plagiarism in completing their writing.
Then, read a lot and use the lecturers' particular method. Every lecturer has
its way of delivering knowledge to their students. Therefore, the role of lecturer is
essential to enhance the behaviour and comprehension of the students towards the
writing approach (Fhonna, 2014). She also stated that to achieve the need for an
effective teaching-learning process, all variables such as learners and lecturers
need to help each other to establish a supportive learning environment for
teaching. If the method was suitable for the student, the student could use it to
help them to avoid plagiarism.
From the discussion above, the writer concluded that all of the participants
did not agree with existence of plagiarismand have the same perceptions even
though they still used it due to some factors which required them to do it. The
factors required them to plagiarize were limited time and meeting deadline,
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technological development and ease of accessing the online sources, students’’
laziness, lack of understanding to paraphrase and poor understanding of
plagiarism. Meanwhile, the strategies given by participants of this study such as
paraphrasing and quoting the other peoples’ idea, understanding the meaning of
plagiarism and using the lecturers’ particular method were expected to be useful
for students in their academic writing.

CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION

This chapter provides a summary of the findings, conclusions, and
suggestions based on the data analyzed in Chapter IV
A. Conclusion
After analyzing the data in Chapter IV, some conclusions can be drawn
concerning the research questions of the study. From the result of the study, there
were three points of students’ perception on plagiarism. They were an
unacceptable act, taking the other peoples’ idea and a criminal. “There were
nineout of twelve participants said that plagiarism isnot good or bad habit”
(Khairunnisak, 2018, p.39)
Based on the results of interviews, there are five responses of participants
for the second research question; What are the factors influencing students to
plagiarize? The first, because of the limited time and meeting deadline. They said
that they got a limited time for their assignment, besides that they had a lot of
assignment to do. Because of the short time and meeting deadline, the students
decided to do plagiarism. The second, the development of technology and ease of
accessing online sources. It made the students easier to find the information that
they need for their taskThe third factor, the students’ laziness. Because of the
laziness, the students did not want to find out and read the sources. They also did
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not want to create their idea.Consequently, they prefered copy-paste other
peoples’ writing.
The fourth factor, lack of understanding to paraphrase, and the students
revealed that this factor made them hard to complete their assignment. Based on
the interview result, the students still had a problem with paraphrasing because it
was hard to develop the idea and arrange it in good sentences. The last factor, the
poor understanding of plagiarism, precisely students did not know what the
plagiarism is, and they thought it would be safe to plagiarize.
The writer also found that there are three strategies that students used to
avoid plagiarism; paraphrasing and quoting the others' idea, understand the
meaning of plagiarism and use the lecturers' particular method. These strategies
could be useful for the students right now to avoid the negative impact of
plagiarism such as underdeveloped skills, punishment from the lecturer or teacher,
lack of self-confidence.
B. Recommendations
From the findings, there are some suggestions that the writer could provide.
First, for the students of the English Language Education Department, they have
to understand the meaning of plagiarism and start to make more effort in learning
how to quote and paraphrase in order to avoid plagiarism. They also should spend
more time to read more articles and practice in quoting and paraphrasing to
develop their writing skill.
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Second, for the lecturers, they should encourage the students to read a lot of
journals or articles and practice their writing skill, especially in paraphrasing and
quoting. The lecturers are also expected to pay more atebtion to their students’
writing by using plagiarism checker software and another learning method to
avoid plagiarism.
Third for the English Language Education Department, it must tighten the
rules regarding plagiarism, so that the students obey the prohibition of plagiarism.
The last is for the further researcher. The writer realizes that this study still has a
lot of weaknesses and limitations. The participants in the study were limited.
Therefore, the researcher suggests other researchers who conduct further study to
take a large number of samples. Then, the study does not cover all aspects of
plagiarism and the lecturers’ perception, so that further research is expected to
cover all aspects of plagiarism and the lecturers’ perception toward strategy in
avoiding plagiarism.
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CD’S INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT
S

: What is your perception of plagiarism?

CD

: I think plagiarism is an act that should be banned in academic world. We can take
the advantage of it in case we are not tired to think the idea, but at least it will be
dangerous because we take the people’s idea and claim it as ours. In my opinion, we
should not do plagiarism, but I think plagiarism is normal but on the other hand it is
abnormal.

S

: In your opinion, why this phenomenon still happens in the education world
especially in academic writing?

CD

: Why this phenomenon still happens depends on the individuals, because sometimes
some students felt lack in the academic writing section. It means they cannot write
without an example of the writing they wrote. When they have an idea, then they
cannot develop the ideas, and the thing that they do is go to google or the other search
engine and they put the title of their idea and use the result of the browsing as their
own work.

S

: Their idea?

CD

: Some of the lectures do not really care “ where does he or she got this source?”.
Some lecturer do not check the writing source but check the grammar for his writing.
After that, is there any main idea? Where did he get this idea? That is not checked by
the lecturer. The things that are checked is only the one mentioned before. Is there any
main idea? Even though it’s source exactly was belong to the others. So that, these
students easily doing plagiarism because they know, not everyone will consider with
the plagiarism.

S

: Have you ever used plagiarism in your academic writing?

CD

: If I am personally honest, I have never been.

S

: You never?

CD

: I have never been because I do not want to plagiarize peoples’ writing. If it is said to
be plagiarism, for 100% plagiarism. Then I never made it as mine. But there are only
a few things that I do not know about a topic or anything like that. I need to find out,
sometimes after I get what I am looking for, I paraphrase. So, yes I am not completely
plagiarism but maybe part of it. The idea was from them, but I did a paraphrase then
stated my opinion there too.

S

: Do you think plagiarism helps the students in an academic writing class?

CD

: If it helps, of course. It is very helpful especially as I said before. The lecture’s lack
of consideration from the existence of plagiarism. It is very helpful for the student but
in a negative context. Well, if in a positive context for the student, nothing will
improve from him. His writing skills are just like that because all this time he was
copying it right? So it is like the impact of it was huge. And I think there are the more
negative impact of it.

S

: What your opinion about the advantages or disadvantages of plagiarism?

CD

: By plagiarize, it helps us in writing for example if we do not understand or maybe
we lost of an idea may be in making an opinion or something or we even do not
understand about a topic may be, it really helps us

S

: It is the benefit, right?

CD

: Yes, that is the benefit. But for the damage, we have no progress there and especially
plagiarism, it has checker software nowadays, right? some websites could check
plagiarism and it is fatal if the plagiarism checker found we took the people’s words
without put the references. Basically, we can learn “ how can I do this, I want to
plagiarize but it does not look like plagiarism”. Now that is one of the tricks,
sometimes people look for instant way right? If they do not do that, there is no term
plagiarismin this life, automatically we do not know how to paraphrasing. So with this
plagiarism, this should encourage students to learn better paraphrasing instead of
plagiarizing to much. So the benefit is it can make us easier because it is something
we copy from someone and not our idea. But the damage also goes to ourselves.

There will be no improvement in writing and if the plagiarism can be revealed, our
lecturer also will give punishment to us when the lecturer is considering.
S

: Could you give some suggestions about the students’ strategies for avoiding
plagiarism in an academic writing class?

CD

: To avoid it? It is better when we look for a source, we better read first, then take the
conclusion from what we already read. Besides that, do not forget to put the
references. Because if we do not state it, and make it as ours, other peoples will be
confused. Why? For example, we want to say, “ Islamic religion is blah blah blah...”
and we do not state the author there. Hello, when were you born? How come you
make a definition like this? Then, paraphrasing. after we stated before, we could
conclude our point of view, develop the sentences by our own words.

S

: What semester are you studying paraphrasing and quoting?

CD

: From my experience, if I was not wrong I learned it in the fourth semester at the
Essay Writing course.

CDA’S INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT
S

: What is your perception of plagiarism?

CDA : In my perception, this plagiarism is not good because we take the other people’s
work without any sources. Even actually they have copyright and they write it. The
authors are not easy to write. So, we cannot take their work arbitrarily.
S

: Well, we already knew that is a bad act right? But in your opinion, why this
phenomenon still happens in the education world especially in academic writing / why
are the students doing plagiarism?

CDA : In my opinion, usually it happens because of a hurry that requires us as students
especially to get the material quickly. Instantly we copy-paste and do plagiarism.
So, the writing will be full-on one page and quickly finished by using plagiarism.
S

: Do you think plagiarism helps the students in an academic writing class?

CDA : it helps us do the work, some of the assignments that need the basic theory to make
the presentation paper about the Education of Psychology, we need the material there.
We do not need the authors’ work. The important things are the student writes where
is the source. Usually, they only write the same sentences, not even paraphrasing. And
that exactly helps students. But if for the final assignment like a thesis or another
academic essay, it can be a boomerang for students. it will be a danger because now
plagiarism can be checked. When we take someones’ work and copyright, it means
we violate the code of ethics and that is not good. It means help when it focuses on
theory not only the work but it could be dangerous if we produce works by using
plagiarism.
S

: Have you ever used plagiarism in your academic writing?

CDA : Yes I have. I have ever taken a theory then put it in my writing but it just for a paper
presentation or light writing. Usually, I collected it and just focus on the theories. But
I have never done this if the example like claiming the other’s copyright.. For
example, according to what the book is, if the author said something then I took it and
I said it as my opinion, it seems like it has never been. Hopefully not. Usually, for

example, take what the author says then paraphrase again or take some writing, then I
will make my own opinion.
S

: Have you ever copy-paste?

CDA : I often copy-paste if I make a presentation paper.
S

: Are you still making the presentation paper now?

CDA : Yes I still, but only those theories are taken. If the lecturers ask our own work, so no
plagiarism will be used.
S

: What your opinion about the advantages or disadvantages of plagiarism?

CDA : The advantages of plagiarism are easy for the students. easy to find. Then, time is
more efficient because he does not need to read a lot of books. He just has to copypaste. After that, the disadvantages are it would be dangerous for him because he
quoted the writings of people who have copyright. Then it will prevent him from
improving his skills. It is difficult for him to improve his writing skills because he
always likes the instant way.
S

: Then could you give some suggestions about the students’ strategies for avoiding
plagiarism in an academic writing class?

CDA : If it is a suggestion. Actually, it is not my suggestion. This is a suggestion from our
lecturers who entered my class, always reminded “ if you want to quote the peoples’
writing, you have to paraphrase it. If we want to produce an idea it must be
paraphrased. Do not take it raw and put it in our writing. So, paraphrase it and do not
forget the reference.

CRA’S INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT
S

: What is your perception of plagiarism?

CRA : Plagiarism is an idea or work of others that we take and claim to be ours. Usually it
often happens in reports or presentation paper or another academic writing.
S

: Then actually it is good or not?

CRA : That is not good, because we take other people’s work. But the author also thinks in
advance what works he wants to write especially in writing, right? What idea does he
want to write, while we just enjoy writing and claiming “ oh that is ours.”
S

: In your opinion, why this phenomenon still happens in the education world
especially in academic writing / why are the students doing plagiarism?

CRA

: The development of technology and ease of accessing. It is easy for us to find the
reference. Therefore students are lazy to create their own idea or at least to
paraphrase. So they just copy-paste directly, the important thing is the report will be
finish or what? The task also will be finished and it is not important “ oh this is
plagiarism.“

S

: Do you think plagiarism helps the students in an academic writing class?

CRA : Not at all. It does not help because it does not create the creativity of students to
produce their own writing or book and not innovating.
S

: Have you ever used plagiarism in your academic writing?

CRA : Yes, I have. I often do that for a presentation paper in general course classes like
education of psychology.
S

: What about now?

CRA : Now I have started to reduce plagiarism especially in academic writing, right?
S

: What your opinion about the advantages or disadvantages of plagiarism?

CRA : In my opinion, there will be many disadvantages. Like I said before, the students
tend to lack of self-confidence, then less creative and less innovative to create a work.
S

: Does it mean there are no benefits at all?

CRA : I do not think there is any, because it is the other’s idea.
S

: Could you give some suggestions about the students’ strategies for avoiding
plagiarism in an academic writing class?

CRA : In my opinion, there are quotes that we get from the sources, we can take the ideas
but we have to use our own words like paraphrasing.
S

: Then if that person might lack skill in paraphrase for example, what should he do?

CRA : The most important thing is he understands the main idea of the quote and it is up to
him whether he want to use his own word as long as he understands. Then he also can
take the quotations, he took along with the authors’ name.
S

: Oh did you mean direct quote?

CRA : Yes.
S

: Now, especially in this semester’s subjects. If you want to do our assignment, do you
prefer to go to the library or searching the internet?

CRA : To be honest, I prefer searching on the internet because if I go to the library, it is
complicated to find “ what is the book code?”. If on the internet, you just click the
keyword right away, then it already out.

DL’S INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT
S

: What do you think about plagiarism?

DR

: Plagiarism is a thing, plagiarism is a bad action to do.

S

: Why plagiarism phenomenon still happens among college students or why they still
doing plagiarism in finishing their assignment?

DR

: The first is because of the time, the limited time that given. Then there is a lot of
assignment that given moreover we in this Indonesia. Then the second is ease of
internet access now because of technology.

S

: Do you think plagiarism helps the students in an academic writing class?

DR

: Yes it helps! it helps at the limited time.

S

: To be honest, have you ever used plagiarism in your academic writing?

DR

: Yes, I have, I used it in writing 2 class and then, in this academic writing class when
I wrote my background for the first paragraph yesterday.

S

: What your opinion about the advantages or disadvantages of plagiarism?

DR

: It helps the students in finishing the assignment, the disadvantage is the student is
not creative with his own idea.

S

: Then, the last is could you give some suggestions about the students’strategies for
avoiding plagiarism in an academic writing class?

DR

: Yes, of course. The first, especially in this academic writing, so the way to avoiding
plagiarism is by learning how to form a good structure in writing. Then the second
is by learning how to correctly paraphrase. Then, the way to avoids plagiarism for the
teacher is using the plagiarism checker.

FM’S INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT
S

: What is your perception of plagiarism?

FM

: In my opinion, plagiarism certainly is the wrong act which is not appropriate for
students or someone else to do.

S

: It is not a good thing, but in your opinion, why this phenomenon still happens in the
education world especially in academic writing

FM

: It is because of plagiarism itself. It is helping students to more easily express what
they want to say. Sometimes they do not have a vocabulary, so when they want to say
something, they find for example whose writing and they get what they want to find
out. They directly took it like that. That makes it easier for them to answer questions
from the teacher.

S

: Do you think plagiarism helps the students in an academic writing class?

FM

: Actually it really helps them. plagiarism makes everything easier for the students to
do their assignments, but what is not useful here students are less creative. They are
lacking in being smart in stating their own perceptions.

S

: Have you ever used plagiarism in your academic writing?

FM

: Certainly. I have ever used it. When I finished high school until the beginning of
college, I did not understand that take the material on the internet for assignment is
wrong, it is as same as plagiarism. We do not try to use our own words when we take
it. Because in the past, we still did not understand that is a wrong thing and we should
not take the other’s idea.

S

: Nowadays, if you do your assignment, do you prefer to go to the library or use an
online source?

FM

: Yes, of course, I will use online sources unless there is a lecturer who asks them to.
Indeed all of the lecturers would expect us to take the material in the book. Sometimes
there is a detail lecturer that will gives us direction like “look this material in this
book, or just look for it in the library.” Some of them do not say that. So most of us

will take the material on the internet like PDF, journals or all kinds of that, still in the
academic field too.
S

: What your opinion about the advantages or disadvantages of plagiarism?

FM

: The advantages and disadvantages as I explained before, it easier for students to find
what they want to find out. After that, it makes the students easier to write too like we
already read a number of articles or something on the internet right whether it be a
journal or whatever the source, we like linking the sentences that we get. For example,
we take these sentences here, and we take those sentences there but we do not try to
paraphrase it. Indeed, we take it totally and only combined it together. Because of
that, our writing looks better than we use our own words.

S

: Could you give some suggestions about the students’ strategies for avoiding
plagiarism in an academic writing class?

FM

: Like what I got on campus, the lecturer teaches a lot in the writing course, for
example, is if we want to take someone’s idea, we can draw our own conclusions. We
like changing the verb or the form or even the structure of the verb. Just do not look
exactly like the original source. Or it could be from the passive sentence we change it
to the active sentences. We should be more creative in writing.

JWN’S INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT
S
JWN

: What is your perception of plagiarism?
: I think, there is already a law on plagiarism, so it is not allowed. So we as students
must really know what plagiarism is and we also know how to reject itself. If we have
an assignment as much as possible do not plagiarize because there are many solutions
besides that.

S

: In your opinion, why this phenomenon still happens in the education world
especially in academic writing?

JWN : In my opinion, for example, I saw it by myself. It might be because of what I said
before, because of the deadline assignment. Then, the first is for a student like that.
The second one, the student who really does not know how to change sentences that
they got from a journal or a book. When he wants to put it in or he does not know how
to make references. I think because he does not know that but he does not know how
to change the paraphrasing of sentences or opinions. So, he just put the author’s idea.
S:

Do you think plagiarism helps the students in an academic writing class?

JWN : I think, no. Because actually what helps a student is the information of a book or. So,
it is not the plagiarism that helps but the information. But we can get the information
if we write the reference. That means we are not plagiarism. If we really want to take
information like that.
S

: Have you ever used plagiarism in your academic writing?

JWN : For now and at this time, when I was a college student I have never been
again. maybe it is paraphrasing because it can be paraphrased like that. But if in high
school, I have ever done that.
S

: What about the presentation paper?

JWN : I did it only when in high school.
S

: What your opinion about the advantages or disadvantages of plagiarism?

JWN : There are no advantages of plagiarism at all, because we should take the idea of
someone then we put the author’s name. After that, there will be our opinion below.
For example, we want to take a theory or opinion. Then the disadvantages, there are a
lot of disadvantages. The first is we are lazy to read because in our presentation paper,
we have taken the other’s paper. So, we do not read that anymore. We directly gather
it to the lecturer. Then the second is lazy. Lazy is the brain of all activities. So if we
are lazy, our knowledge must be lacking. It means our knowledge is low under
people. Whereas people have already read that, but we never.
S

: Could you give some suggestions about the students’ strategies for avoiding
plagiarism in an academic writing class?

JWN : Like I said before, the way to avoid is to paraphrase. We have read a theory or an
opinion to write in our own words. But if the example like a scientific theory we must
put reference or footnote from where we take it first, then we can put our opinion if
that is for our assignment.

RA’S INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT
S

: What is your perception of plagiarism?

RA

: plagiarism is something bad because we are taking people’s opinions and making
them as our idea. The point is it is a bad thing.

S

: In your opinion, why this phenomenon still happens in the education world
especially in academic writing / why are the students doing plagiarism?

RA

: From my own point of view, it is because there are many students who do not know
exactly what plagiarism is actually? Even from the plagiarism they still do not know.
So it is like “ maybe it is just something safe, I think it is not much so it is okay.”

S

: Do you think plagiarism helps the students in an academic writing class?

RA

: It is helpful and not.

S

: Why is it so?

RA

: I say help maybe when we need it, it does not take a long time. It means we need it
all of sudden. With plagiarism, maybe our assignment will not take a lot of time. But
it did not helps because (1) it is a mistake, (2) our thought will be stuck there. It
means that it does not develop.

S

: Have you ever used plagiarism in your academic writing?

RA

: I am not sure, because it seems like it did not. This is not plagiarism, but it could be
that there might be a few things that are overlooked, which is just what other’s
opinion we think it is common.

S

: Have you ever copy-paste?

RA

: Not, copy-paste for all, nope. Just maybe like “ oh this is the idea!” like that, that is
why it is like this.between yes and no.

S

: What your opinion about the advantages or disadvantages of plagiarism?

RA

: The damage may be we seemed not to appreciate the other’s ideas. Then
underdevelop, it means our thoughts also do not develop. What else? If for the
damage, basically all of it. There are no benefits other than that it might speed up our
time if we need it all of a sudden.

S

: Could you give some suggestions about the students’ strategies for avoiding
plagiarism in an academic writing class?

RA

: Avoiding plagiarism, first we must know automatically what plagiarism is. Which
ones are considered plagiarism. If you already know which ones, next is we have to
know what we need to take and what we do not. Then second, if in doubt, we should
put the source instead we do the plagiarism. That is in my opinion.

S

: So, the safest way is a quotation?

RA

: Yes, it is safer.

SF’S INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT
S

: What is your perception of plagiarism?

SF

: My opinion about plagiarism, it must be a bad thing because we are stealing other
people’s work without permission. Even if we use his permission, it is not justified
because we copy-paste.

S

: In your opinion, why this phenomenon still happens in the education world
especially in academic writing?

SF

: I think because most of the students are lazy and when they are given assignments
but they suspended until the end near the deadline. Finally, they did not have time to
read and they did not intend to read. So they just copied and paste because they did
not have time to read lots of articles to paraphrase or use their own words.

S

: Do you think plagiarism helps the students in an academic writing class?

SF

: I think it did not help at all because the first, they did not get knowledge. And
second, they also do not understand how to write their assignments because they only
copy-paste people’s sentences.

S

: Have you ever used plagiarism in your academic writing?

SF

: Yes I have ever used it when at the beginning of the college time before I realized
what is plagiarism, the effect of plagiarism and it is not allowed. Then when the
beginning we make the presentation paper, honestly I used it. Because it is difficult to
find the material and finally copy-paste it. But since I emphasized to myself. If
plagiarism is not a good thing and can have a bad effect on my next career, then I
started doing paraphrasing or quoting in my assignment.

S

: What your opinion about the advantages or disadvantages of plagiarism?

SF

: There are no advantages at all, even for the students or the writing that was
plagiarized. But there are so many disadvantages, one of them is if he continues to
plagiarize the other’s idea, firstly he would not get much knowledge. Secondly, he
also was not able to write his own assignment. Then he is also used to doing

plagiarism even in his career. My lecturer once said that if I could graduate from a
degree then I was found out there was plagiarism, then my career will be destroyed in
an instant.
S

: Could you give some suggestions about the students’ strategies for avoiding
plagiarism in an academic writing class?

SF

: My suggestion to avoid this is the first is a quotation, if they feel confused with the
articles that they read, they get the knowledge then put it by using their own words.

S

: What is your opinion about the students who still do plagiarism now?

SF

: In my opinion, maybe they better stop because it is for their own good too. If they
still continue to do it, they will get the effect so they should stop it.

SM’S INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT
S

: What is your perception of plagiarism?

SM

: In my opinion, plagiarism is like a cheat. We use the other people’s work and
automatically it is a mistake. Because at least, if we want to take the other’s opinion,
we can paraphrase it or understanding the content, then use our words. But if
plagiarism, we only copy-paste and that definitely a cheat or we can say like that is a
criminal.

S

: In your opinion, why this phenomenon still happens in the education world
especially in academic writing?

SM

: I think the first is because he is lazy because he does not want to find the other
sources and stunned. For example like some students want to make their assignment
in a few minutes closer to the day they want to collect that, deadline. So it is like
because of being trapped and he should copy-paste although their intention did not
want to copy-paste again because of their laziness. One more thing, we are lacking
resources here. For example, in our library, we cannot get a lot of sources. So, the
students will be lazy if they do not get the source once, they have to look at the other
places and it is difficult for them. So, they think of copy-paste because of the lack of
sources than really lazy students.

S

: Do you think plagiarism helps the students in an academic writing class?

SM

: If doing a task, I think plagiarism actually is an action that does not help even with
its existence, students are getting lazy. Furthermore, plagiarism brings ignorance and
laziness so it has a bad effect.

S

: Have you ever used plagiarism in your academic writing?

SM

: Yes I have ever used it in the first semester when we make a presentation paper.
Recently I made a journal and there is no plagiarism because it was guided directly by
my lecturer from the beginning to the end include plagiarism. So, the possibility its’
existence is small and we do not dare to make plagiarism. But when in the first and
second semester, I think I did it (plagiarism) because it is a mistake when making a

presentation paper. So in the end, we do not put anything and also we do not know
about plagiarism before. Actually, we only know “ oh plagiarism take the other’s
idea”. In the past, we copied-paste it directly, I did plagiarism before but it is because
I do not know it yet. Because I do not know what is plagiarism. but know I already
know it, and I do not do that anymore.
S

: What your opinion about the advantages or disadvantages of plagiarism?

SM

: I think it is more to the disadvantage. The disadvantage of it is we will be lazier to
look for another source, and

we cannot develop our knowledge. In plagiarism,

usually, we just use one source. But when we use a paraphrase, we usually use a lot of
opinions. So, we conclude then we paraphrase it. If the advantages, I do not know
much. Maybe to cut time. After that, on the academic side for example, in the past I
also did plagiarism and the advantage of it is , “ oh I cannot do that anymore” or “ so
that what we called plagiarism”.
S

: Could you give some suggestions about the students’ strategies for avoiding
plagiarism in an academic writing class?

SM

: Yes, we can use one of our lecturer’s method of learning to avoid it. So the lecturer
asks us to make a product every week. So we do not do that directly, like all of you
make a journal, then checked until ... no, no. He gives the procedure. For example
like, “this week you make this first”. I mean there is a process. So, we avoid the
problem of plagiarism because we are given time to breathe to the consul that and
this, not all at once. Because there is a lecturer who gives an assignment “ You make a
journal and directly consul this journal “. So, this situation could occur plagiarism
happen. Then, there is no other strategy for me except that one. Besides you have to
read a book then understanding the content or context that we should make.

SYR’S INTERVIEW’S TRANSCRIPT
S

: What is your perception of plagiarism?

SYR

: So plagiarism is like the student was copying someone’s idea or something else. If
we plagiarize the other’s work, we do not believe in our own work. It means we are
not confident, like “ is this correct ? “ But if there is plagiarism, that is not good.

S

: In your opinion, why this phenomenon still happens in the education world
especially in academic writing?

SYR

: Because of the idea in writing might be lacking. but maybe the student has many
assignments, so to come up with an idea is not easy. Especially when you are chased
by the deadlines. For sure, the students will plagiarize the other’s writing all the time.
When you bring up an idea, it must be really focused.

S

: Do you think plagiarism helps the students in an academic writing class?

SYR

: Actually, plagiarism helps the students but we should not plagiarize or copy-paste
everything. We must see the structure, “oh this is how to write it like this.” For
example, if we write scientific writing, we should see it first, do not copy-paste
everything. We read the steps, it is like how to write it. Do not write back what he
wrote.

S

: Have you ever used plagiarism in your academic writing?

SYR

: Yes, I have.

S

: How often you do that?

SYR

: I am not plagiarizing like directly copy-paste all of the writing. But only a few
sentences or one paragraph. Not all straight away.

S

: Without put the author’s name?

SYR

: Actually it is not allowed.

S

: What your opinion about the advantages or disadvantages of plagiarism?

SYR

: The advantages might help us to find out ways to make a sentence, while the
disadvantages are going back to us. It means we do not believe the result of our
abilities is good or not. We are not confident.

S

: Could you give some suggestions about the students’ strategies for avoiding
plagiarism in an academic writing class?

SYR

: The solutions maybe eeee... we do not plagiarism. we just read it. Read his writing
then we understand the purpose of his writing. For example, what is the purpose of
this writing? We understand and we read it well then we write it into our own
language.

S

: Now, we know what is quotation and paraphrasing right? If quotation, we take the
sentences and we also put the author’s name while paraphrasing, we change it into our
own word, do you prefer quotation or paraphrasing?

SYR

: I prefer paraphrasing
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